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The Fourier coefficients of certain automorphic forms are evaluated using a 
tensor product construction appearing in a formal proof of the Ramanujan 
hypothesis [ 11. 
Let r be the set of two-by-two matrices with integer entries and positive 
determinant. The modular group is the set of elements of I’ of determinant 
one. A subgroup of the modular group is the set r( 1) of elements having two 
even entries. For each positive integer r, let I’(r) be the subgroup of r(l) 
formed by the elements whose lower left entry is divisible by r. A character 
modulo r is a function x(n) of integral 1z which is periodic of period r, which 
satisfies the identity x(mn) = x(m) x(n) f  or all integers m and n, which has 
nonzero values at points which are relatively prime to r, and which vanishes 
at points which are not relatively prime to r. A character is either an even or 
an odd function. 
The signature for r(l) is the homomorphism of r(l) onto the fourth roots 
of unity which is 1 on matrices which are congruent modulo four to 
which is i on matrices which are congruent modulo four to 
which is - 1 on matrices which are congruent modulo four to 
i -1 0 -1 0 ! ’ ( -1 0 -1 2 1 ’ ( -1 2 -1 0 1 ’ ( -1 2 -1 2 1 ’ 
and which is -i on matrices which are congruent modulo four to 
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Two points z and w in the upper half-plane are said to be equivalent with 
respect to r(r) if w = (Az + B)/(Cz + D) for an element (“, i) of I’(r). Two 
points .a and w in the upper half-plane are said to be symmetric with respect to 
I( 1) if z and - w are equivalent with respect to r( 1). The points in the upper 
half-plane which are not self-symmetric with respect to P( 1) form an open set 
which is the union of its connected components. Examples of components are 
the points z in the upper half-plane such that 0 < x < 1 and ) .a ] > 1 and 
the points x in the upper half-plane such that - 1 < x < 0 and 1 z 1 > I. A 
fundamental region for r(l) is obtained by piecing together two adjacent 
components. A fundamental region for r(r) is obtained by piecing together 
fundamental regions for I’( 1). 
Let v be a nonnegative integer, let x be a character modulo r, and let p 
be an integer. An automorphic form of order v, character x, and signature 
(exponent) p with respect to r(r) is a functionF(z), analytic in the upper half- 
plane, such that the identity 
holds for every element (g g) of r(r). Of interest are such functions F(z) 
whose Fourier expansion in the upper half-plane is of the form 
F(z) = f f(n) exp(kz). 
n=o 
The problem is to compute the Fourier coefficients. 
Let v be a given number, 1 + v positive. The Hardy space 53” is the set of 
functions F(z), analytic in the upper half-plane, of the form 
with 
F(z) = lmj(t) exp(izt) dt 
0 
I/ F(z)l12 = Joy 1 f(t)j2 t-” dt < co. 
The function r(l + v) (i@ - k-r-u belongs to the space when w is in the 
upper half-plane, and the identity 
F(w) = (F(z), T(l + v) (ia - iz)-1-u) 
holds for every element F(z) of the space. The identity 
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holds for every elementF(x) of the space when v is positive. Related spaces of 
two complex variables are constructed using the hypergeometric series 
F(a, b; c; z) = 1 + g 2 + 4 + 1) w + 1) ,.$ + . ..) 
2!c(c + 1) 
and the confluent hypergeometric series 
a(a + 1) F(a;c;4=1 +++2c(r+1)22+.... 
THEOREM 1. I f  a, b, and c are positive numbers such that a + b = c, there 
exists a Hilbert space 9(a, b; c; z+ , .X) of analytic functions F(z+ , X) of X+ 
and z- in the upper half-plane of the form 
with 
F(z+ , X) = 
s 
,,a f  (t) exp(itz+) F(b; c; itx- - itz,) dt 
The function 
IIF@+ , .x)lj” = jam If(t)]” tl-c dt < 0~. 
belongs to the space when w+ and w- are in the upper half-plane, and the identity 
F(w+ 3 w-1 = W(z+ , z->, qw, , w-i 2, , z-J> 
holds for every element F(z+ , z-) of the space. If  (“, “,) is a matrix with real 
entries and determinant one, and if a continuous choice of argument is made for 
Cz + D in the upper half-plane, then the transformation 
F(z+ , z-1 - (Cz, + D&z- + D)b 
Az++B Az-+B 
FLz++~~~~-+D 1 
is an isometry of the space onto itself, The identity 
0 = (z+ - z-)2 aw/az+ aZ- - b(2, - 2-1 aqaz, - a(z- - z+) aFjaz- 
holds for every element F(z, , z-) of the space. The transformation 
F(z+ > z-) --t F(z, z) is an isometry of the space onto gceI . 
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If a and b are positive numbers, the tensor product space 9a-I @ Bb-r 
is the unique Hilbert space of analytic functions H(x+ , z-) of a+ and a- in 
the upper half-plane such that F(z+) G(x) belongs to the space whenever 
F(z) belongs to B,-, and G(z) belongs to Bb-r , such that the identity 
II ++I GG-Ill = II Wll II G(x)11 
always holds, and such that the finite linear combinations of such products are 
dense in the space. The space admits an orthogonal decomposition. 
THEOREM 2. Let a, b, and c be positive numbers such that a + b = c. 
For each nonnegative integer s, the transformation 
F(z+ , z-) - (ix+ - iz-)“F(z+ , z-) 
takes the space 3(a + s, b + s; c + 2s; z, , X) into the space Sap1 @ ~3~~~ 
in such a way that the identity 
s!I’(c + 2s)’ /I F(z+ , z-)ll” = T(c) r(a + s) I’(b + s) Il(ix+ - iz-)SF(z+, z-)ll” 
is satisfied. The ranges of these transformations are orthogonal subspaces of 
9O-1 @ 9b--l whose closed span is the full space. If  
F(x) = Irn f  (t) exp(itz) dt 
0 
is in BflW1 and if 
G(z) = 1 m g(t) exp(itz) dt 
0 
is in @e-l , then 
F(z+) G(z-) = f  (iz, - iz-)” HS(z+ , z-) 
.S=O 
where 
II,(z+ , z-) = 
I 
m h,(t) exp(itz+) F(b + s; c + 2s; itz- - itz+) dt 
0 
belongs to 3(a + s, b + s; c + 2s; x+ , z-) for every s and 
s!(c + s - 1) (c + s) ..+ (c + 2s -2) h,(x) 
= b(b + 1) .a. (b + s - I) xs JO’ F(- s,c+s- I;b; 1 - t/.z)f(t)g(X- t)dt. 
There is a corresponding multiplication of automorphic forms. 
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THEOREM 3. Let r be a given positive integer, let x, x+ , and x- be characters 
module r such that x = x+x- , let Y, P+ , and V- be nonnegative integers such that 
v  = 1 + V+ + v- , and let TV, TV+ , and CL- be integers such that p = p+ + p- . I f  
F(z) = 2 f(n) exp(&zz) 
Tk=O 
is an automorphic form of order V+ , character x+ , and signature CL+ with respect 
to T(r), and if 
m 
G(z) = c g(n) exp(ninz) 
?I=0 
is an automorphic form of order v- , character x- , and signature CL- with respect 
to r(r), then for every nonnegative integer s there exists an automorphic form 
H,(z) = c h,(n) exp(ninz) 
fi=O 
of order v + 2s, character X, and signature TV with respect to r(r) such that 
h,(n) = c n8F(-s, v + s; 1 + V; 1 - k/n) f  (k) g(n - k) 
O<k<n 
for every nonnegative integer n. 
Automorphic forms of two complex variables are obtained from the Poisson 
summation formula. 
THEOREM 4. If  x is a character module r and ;f f  (m, n) is a function of 
integral variables m and n, which is periodic of period r in both variables, such that 
f  (km, hn) = x(k) f  (m, n) whenever h is relatively prime to r, then the function 
P(z+ , z-) = C C f  (m, n) exp(5Gm2z, + k&z-) 
--m -cc 
satisfies the idenMy 
f++ 1 4 = (Cz, + .,3~~~z- + D)“2 
AX+B 
x sgn C/r2 ( 
A r2B 
D 1 ( 
p Az++B 
cz, + D ’ Cz- + D 1 ’ 
the function 
+m +m 
QP+ 9 Z-) = C C mf (m, n) exp(&m2z+ + Gn2z-) 
-* --03 
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satisjes the identity 
Qb+ , 4 = 
x(D) 
(Cz, + D)3’2 (Cz- + D)1’2 
i 
A Y2B 
x W’ Clr2 D Q 1 ( 
Az++B AZ-+B 
Cz, -+ D ’ CX + D 1 * 
the function 
+m +m 
I++ , X) = C C nf(m, n) exp(hn2x+ + rin2x) 
-cc --o: 
satisfies the identity 
I++ , z-) = x(D) 
(Cz, + D)1’2 (Cz- + D)3’2 
i 
A r2B 
’ sgn C/r2 
Az_+B 
D 1 i 
R Ax++B 
Cx, + D ’ CX + D 1 ’ 
and the function 
+m +a 
Sk+ 3 z-) = 2 C mnf (m, a) exp(kz2z+ + nin2z-) 
-cc -02 
satisjies the identity 
A r2B 
x sgn C/r2 i 
AX+B 
D 1 ( 
s Az++B 
C.z,+D’Cz-+D 1 
for every element (“, c ) of IYr2). 
The choice of square root for (Cz, + D) (Cz- + D) is made continuously 
for z+ and z- in the upper half-plane so as to agree with Cz + D when x+ 
and z- are equal to z. A construction of automorphic forms of one variable 
follows. 
THEOREM 5. Let v  be a nonnegative integer, let x be a character module Y 
of the same parity as v, and let f  ( m, n) be a function of integral variables m and n, 
which is periodic of period Y in both variables, such that f  (km, kn) = x(k) f  (m, n) 
whenever k is relatively prime to Y. I f  
h(n) = c (a + ib)“f (a, b), 
CG+b”=?l 
then the function 
H(z) = T h(n) exp(&x) 
+I=0 
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is an automorphic form of order v, character x, and signature one with respect 
to lJr2). 
The Ramanujan hypothesis holds for H(z) since its Fourier coefficients 
satisfy the inequality 
I %)I < n”‘“d(4 8 max(I f(a, 0) 
for every positive integer n, where d(n) is the number of divisors of n. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Note that 
exp(itz+) F(b; c; itz- - itz,) = exp(itz-) F(a; c; itz, - itx-). 
The theorem follows from the identity 
s 
m 
exp(itz- - its+)F(a; c; itz, - itz-)F(b; c; ita+ - ita-) tc-l dt 
n 
w 
= (i@+ - iz,)” (iG- - i.z-)” 
F (a, b; c; [:I 1 g))E 1 :I;) 
which holds when Z+ , z- , w+ , and w- are in the upper half-plane. The 
identity is obtained on substituting the definitions of the hypergeometric 
series in the integral on the left, integrating term-by-term using the definition 
of the gamma function, and applying Euler’s identity 
F(a, 6; c; z) = (1 - x)-” F(a, c - 6; c; Z/(X - 1)). 
Proof of Theorem 2. The decomposition follows from the identity 
W W4 
r(c) (ia+ - iz+~‘(i%- - iz-)” 
m r(a + s) r(b + s) =z (iz+ - izJ (iti- - ia+)” s!r(c + 2s) @+ - iz+)a+s (i&7- - izJb+8 
x F (a + s, b + s; c + 2s; [:I 1 $)E 1 :I;) 
which holds when z+ , z- , W+ , and w- are in the upper half-plane. The 
identity is obtained on term-by-term summation of the hypergeometric 
series on the right. The product formula in the statement of the theorem 
follows from the identity 
exp(iuz+) exp(ivz-) 
= f&l(c + yey(y;; It”(c-;;s _ 2)F (-s, c + s - 1; k *) 
X (24 + zI)s (iz, - izQ exp(iuz+ + ivz-) 
x F(b + s; c + 2s; iuz- - iuz, + ivz- - ivz,) 
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which holds for nonnegative u and v  when z+ and z- are in the upper half- 
plane. The identity is obtained on term-by-term summation of the confluent 
hypergeometric series on the right. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The theorem follows from the last identity in the 
proof of Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 4. The theorem is proved by constructing a unitary 
representation of the group r(l). The underlying Hilbert space is the set of 
functions f (m, n) of integral variables m and n, which are periodic of period r 
in both variables. in the norm 
llfli” = i i Ifhn)12. 
m=l n=l 
The Poisson summation formula states formally that 
+m i-m +m +m 
1 C f  (m, n)F(mr-1/2, m-112) = C C g(m, n) e(mr-1/2, .,-l/2) 
if F(u, v) and G(u, V) are functions of real u and v  such that 
G(u, v) = jimjfmF(s, t) exp(2ks + 2zkt) ds dt 
--m -02 
and if f(m, n) and g(m, n) are functions of integral variables m and n, which 
are periodic of period r in both variables, such that 
y(m, n) = i jj f(a, b) exp(2nima/r + 2&b/r). 
a=1 b=l 
The formula holds when 
in which case 
F(u, v) = exp(--nzZ+z12 - 7&-v2), 
when 
G(u, v) = --i(%+.~)-~~~ exp(rriu2/%+ + T&~/Z-), 
in which case 
F(u, v) = u exp(--rriZ+zS - 7&-vz), 
when 
G(m) = -i~~‘(~+~~-)-“” exp(niu2/%+ + &v”/,Q, 
F(u, v) = v  exp(-7i-iZ+u2 - 7ri.-‘u2), 
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in which case 
when 
G(u, v) = --i(~,%-)-~/~ ~1’ exp(ku2/%+. + Gv2/.%), 
in which case 
F(u, v) = us exp(-&+u2 - T&-v~), 
G(u, v) = --~(z+,z_)-~/~ exp(Gu2/%+ + niv2/%), 
where z+ and z- are in the upper half-plane. Tf (“, “,) belongs to F(l), there 
exists a unique transformation T(c D A “) of the underlying Hilbert space into 
itself such that the identities 
C C g(m, n) exp(tim2z+/r + 77in2zJr) 
--m --m 
= (Cz, + D)&z- + D)l’2 sgn (; ;, +c ‘cm9 4 -rn --e 
i 
km2 AZ, + B rin2 AZ- + B 
X exp - 
Y cz, +D -+ Y cx- + D 1 
and 
+m +m 
C C mg(m, n) exp(vim2z+/r + win2z-./r) 
--m --m 
= (Cz, + D)& + Dy2 sgn (z :) +c +c mf(m, 4 --m --a 
i 
rim2 AZ, + B kn2 AX + B 
Xexp - 
Y Cz, + D + Y Cz-+D 1 
and 
+m 4-m 
1 C ng(m, n) exp(z-im2zm,/r + .rrin2zJr) 
--m -co 
= (Cz, + D)‘/21(Cz- + D)3’2 sgn --m --m 
and 
( 
dm2 AZ+ + B rrid AZ- + B 
x exp ___ 
Y Cz++ D + Y Cx-+ D 1 
+m +m 
2 2 mng(m, n) exp(rim2z+/r + hz2z-/r) 
-cc --m 
= (cz+ + D&&- + D)3’2 sgn (“, -a -c., 
X exp ( 
rim2 AZ, + B 
Cz, + D + 
m+z= AX + B 
- 
Y r Cz-+ D 1 
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holds for all z, and z- in the upper half-plane whenever 
The existence of the desired transformation is seen directly when (“, “,) is 
(t -i) or (A f). Since these elements generate r(l), the general case follows 
from the identity 
APi-BR AQ+BS Tc! 3T(:: :/=T(CP+DR cQ+Ds)* 
A construction of these transformations is obtained using the elementary 
transformations 
U (z i) : f(m, n) -+ exp(2&+ + 2?rinb/r)f(m - c, n - d) 
for integral a, b, c, and d. They satisfy the identity 
The identity 
T(t 3 u(: 2 = exp(&c/r - ri(Aa + Bc) (Ca + Dc)/r) 
x exp(ribd/r - ri(Ab + Bd) (Cb + Dd)/r) 
’ u~Cu+Dc Cb+Dd 
AafBc Ab+BdjT(; ;, 
characterizes T($ “,) within a constant factor. The identity 
-+ exp(rriABm2/r + niABn2/r)f(Am, An) 
holds when C is divisible by Y. The theorem follows on making changes of 
variable. 
Proof of Theorem 5. The theorem follows from Theorem 4 and the last 
identity in the proof of Theorem 2 since 
Cos(24 = F(--n, n; 4; sin”(O)) 
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and 
sin(2nB + 0) = (2n + 1) sin(O)F(---n, n + 1; 8; sirP(O)) 
for every integer n. 
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